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We investigate transport in strongly correlated metals. Within dynamical mean-field theory, we
calculate the resistivity, thermopower, optical conductivity and thermodynamic properties of a holedoped Mott insulator. Two well-separated temperature scales are identified: TFL below which Landau
Fermi liquid behavior applies, and TMIR above which the resistivity exceeds the Mott-Ioffe-Regel value
and bad-metal behavior is found. We show that quasiparticle excitations remain well defined above TFL
and dominate transport throughout the intermediate regime TFL & T & TMIR . The lifetime of these
resilient quasiparticles is longer for electronlike excitations and this pronounced particle-hole asymmetry
has important consequences for the thermopower. The crossover into the bad-metal regime corresponds to
the disappearance of these excitations and has clear signatures in optical spectroscopy.
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The transport properties of metals with strong electron
correlations are unconventional and poorly understood theoretically. Two facts regarding the temperature dependence of
the resistivity are frequently observed. (i) Fermi-liquid (FL)
behavior  / T 2 only holds below a temperature TFL which
is low compared to bare electronic energy scales. (ii) At high
temperatures, the resistivity is large and reaches values
exceeding the Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) value. This badmetallic behavior [1] signals the breakdown of a quasiparticle (QP) description of transport, since the associated
mean-free path l would be smaller than the lattice spacing.
This is observed in many materials: Sr2 RuO4 has TFL ’ 20 K,
while the MIR value is reached at TMIR ’ 800 K (using
kF l  1 as the MIR criterion); in LiV2 O4 , TFL is a few
degrees Kelvin, while TMIR is several hundreds, etc. (see
Refs. [2,3] for reviews). In two-dimensional organic materials, TFL and TMIR are closer but still distinct scales [4–6].
These observations raise the following questions. Why is
TFL much lower than TMIR and what determines its value?
Up to which temperature do QPs exist and what are the
signatures of their disappearance? And, most importantly:
how should one think of transport not only in the bad metal,
but also in the intermediate regime TFL & T & TMIR where
the resistivity does not follow Landau’s T 2 behavior, but is
still smaller than the MIR value? These questions also
apply to cuprate superconductors, where the observation
of quantum oscillations [7,8] and T 2 behavior in transport
[9,10] and optics [11] have rejuvenated the relevance of FL
states with a low TFL (possibly with angular dependence
along the Fermi surface).
In this Letter, we answer these questions in a particularly
simple setting: a hole-doped Mott insulator described with
0031-9007=13=110(8)=086401(5)

dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT). Our most striking
finding is that well-defined QP excitations survive well
above the range of validity of FL theory. Up to at least
10TFL , the transport can be accurately described in
terms of these resillient quasiparticles (RQPs). The hightemperature MIR crossover into the bad-metal regime is
associated with their gradual extinction, which has a clear
signature both in the single-particle spectral function
and in optical spectroscopy. In a hole-doped Mott
insulator, the RQPs come with a strong particle-hole
asymmetry: electronlike excitations are longer-lived than
holelike ones. This has direct consequences for the
thermopower.
Previous DMFT work has investigated transport [12–16]
and optical conductivity [6,17], but not the precise
temperature-dependence of the self-energy and of the
momentum-resolved spectral function which reveals this
intermediate RQP regime. We note that in the half filled
case relevant to organic compounds [4,5], the hightemperature state is insulatinglike, and hence, the temperature window where this regime can be seen is narrower.
We solved the DMFT equations [18] for the hole-doped
Hubbard model using highly accurate numericalrenormalization group [19,20] and continuous-time
quantum Monte Carlo [21,22] techniques. In DMFT, the
real part of the optical conductivity reads
Z
2e2 Z
ð!Þ ¼
d!0 F!;!0 d"ð"ÞAk ð!0 ÞAk ð!0 þ !Þ;
@
(1)
where F!;!0 ¼ ½fð!0 Þ  fð! þ !0 Þ=! with fð!Þ the Fermi
function. Ak ð!Þ ¼ ð1=ÞIm½! þ   "k  ð!Þ1 is
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the single-particle spectral function, with "k the
energy of the state in the band, ð!Þ the retarded
self-energy,
and  the chemical potential. ð"Þ ¼
P
ð1=VÞ k ð@"k =@kx Þ2 ð"  "k Þ contains the information
about velocities. We used a semicircular density-of-states
(DOS) with a half-width D and the corresponding sum-rule
preserving expression ð"Þ ¼ ð0Þ½1  ð"=DÞ2 3=2 . In the
following, resistivity will be expressed in units of the MIR
value defined as 1=MIR  e2 ð0Þ=@D. This choice is
consistent with the criterion kF l ¼ 1 for a parabolic
band in two dimensions, for which the conductivity
 ¼ ðkF lÞe2 ð"F Þ=@"F ¼ ðkF lÞe2 =h.
Figure 1(c) summarizes our main result: as a function of
temperature, three distinct regions appear. At low T < TFL ,
FL behavior is found. At high temperature, the system is a
bad metal with no quasiparticles [this is indicated by the
shaded area on Fig. 1(c), more details below]. Between

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Temperature-dependence of the resistivity for several doping levels  (U=D ¼ 4, as in all figures).
The MIR value as defined in the text is reached at a temperature
TMIR indicated by plain arrows. Inset: resistivity at low temperatures vs T=D revealing the T 2 behavior (dashed line) below TFL
(empty arrow). (b) Determination of TFL by a scaling plot of
ZðTÞ=ZðT ! 0Þ vs T=D. Here, ZðTÞ1  1  @Reð!;TÞ=@!.
(c) The different regimes: FL for T < TFL , bad-metal and intermediate RQP regime. The crossover into the bad metal is
gradual: the onset of shading corresponds to the optical spectroscopy signatures discussed in the text, while the points
indicate where MIR is reached. The thin dashed line indicates
the knee in ðTÞ.
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these two limits, there is an extended region with
well-defined quasiparticles which, however, do not obey
FL behavior. The nature of this metal with resilient quasiparticles (RQPs) is the central focus of our work.
Let us first discuss transport [resistivity vs T, Fig. 1(a)]
in the light of these regimes. At low temperature, the
resistivity has a FL T 2 behavior. This extends up to a
temperature TFL [see inset in Fig. 1(a)] which is proportional to the doping level: TFL ’ 0:05D. Note that TFL can
be determined by other complementary criteria, like the
scaling of Imð!; TÞ=T 2 vs !=T (see Supplemental
Material [23]) or the scaling of ZðT ¼ 0Þ=ZðTÞ vs T=D
[Fig. 1(b)]. Above TFL , the resistivity increases approximately linearly (with a negative intercept). A kneelike
feature is observed at a temperature T , above which the
high-T regime gradually sets in. ðTÞ then has a linear
temperature dependence (with a positive intercept), as can
be shown from a high-T expansion [15,16] and smoothly
crosses MIR [see arrows in Fig. 1(a)] at a temperature
TMIR  2D.
The data, therefore, show that there is a wide temperature
range in which transport does not follow the T 2 FL behavior,
although the resistivity is still substantially smaller than
MIR . This raises the following question: what are the
charge carriers in this intermediate metallic regime? To
this aim, we depict in Fig. 2 the momentum-resolved spectral function Ak ð!Þ at selected temperatures as energy
distribution curves (Ak ð!Þ vs ! for different "k ’s as well
as the momentum-integrated DOS). These results reveal a
remarkable fact: well-defined QP excitations exist throughout this intermediate regime, way above the FL scale. Our
definition of the term ‘‘quasiparticle’’ is a pragmatic one:
we mean that Ak ð!Þ displays a well-resolved peak in the
vicinity of the Fermi level, in addition to a lower Hubbard
band (LHB) and an upper Hubbard band (UHB).
For T < TFL (T=D ¼ 0:0025 in Fig. 2), sharp peaks are
seen close to the Fermi energy (! ¼ 0), characteristic of
long-lived Landau QPs. For T > TFL (T=D ¼ 0:05
curves), the peaks broaden and the RQPs are visible mostly
on the unoccupied side of the Fermi surface (! > 0). As
the temperature increases (see, e.g., T=D ¼ 0:2), the QP
can barely be resolved (see the Supplemental Material [23]
for a color map representation) and eventually, disappear,
with just the Hubbard satellites remaining in the spectra
[e.g., the two-peak structure that is visible in the total DOS
of Fig. 2(a) at T=D ¼ 0:2 is not present for T=D ¼ 0:5
anymore]. This crossover into the bad-metallic regime is a
gradual one and there is not a precise temperature where
the QP suddenly die out (below, we discuss how the optical
conductivity provides a criterion for the onset of the badmetallic behavior). Our data, nevertheless, clearly show
that they still exist well above T and that they have
completely disappeared at TMIR .
TFL and TMIR appear as overall scales between which
RQPs exist. Both these temperatures are proportional to the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Self-energy and particle-hole asymmetry. (a) Imð!Þ for different temperatures. (b) Temperature
dependence of Imð!c Þ for !c ¼ 0:5; 0:4; . . . ; 0:1,
!c ¼ 0:0 (thick), and !c ¼ 0:1; 0:2; . . . ; 0:5. Below the dashed
line ZðTÞIm & T. (c) Reð!Þ at T=D ¼ 0:0025 and the two
kinks (arrows).

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Temperature evolution of the total
DOS for  ¼ 0:2. (b) Momentum-resolved spectral functions.
The shaded area [  5kB T, 5kB T] indicates the states with a
significant contribution to transport.

doping level  but with very different prefactors
TFL =TMIR ’ 0:025. Correspondingly, the resistivity at TFL
is much smaller than MIR , ðTFL Þ=MIR ’ 0:016 [a low-T
expansion in the FL region yields ðTÞ=MIR 
6:3ðT=DÞ2 þ    ]. Let us emphasize that the
Brinkman-Rice scale D, which is a measure of the kinetic
energy of QPs and hence, of the quantum degeneracy scale,
is associated with TMIR , not with TFL .
Examination of the self-energy (Fig. 3) helps understanding the nature of the QP excitations as well as of
the different transport regimes. In local DMFT, ZIm
can be interpreted at low-! as the inverse of the QP lifetime and Im as the transport scattering rate. Figure 3(b)
displays Imð!; TÞ vs T for different excitation energies
!. At ! ¼ 0 (thick curve), FL behavior Im  T 2 applies
at low-T, corresponding to very long-lived QPs. Note that
strict FL behavior breaks down already below the temperature at which ZImð0; TÞ  T [24]. At finite frequency,
the holelike excitations have higher scattering rate than
electronlike ones [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)]. At T ’ 0:08D, the
curves of Im vs T for different positive !’s display a

crossing point. Above T , the scattering rate is a decreasing
function of frequency: low-energy electronlike excitations
with finite ! > 0 have a longer lifetime than those at
! ¼ 0. These finite-energy ! > 0 excitations provide the
largest contribution to conductivity in the intermediate
RQP regime [25]. Their inverse lifetime depends weakly
on temperature for T > T [almost saturated behavior in
Fig. 3(b)] and remains much smaller than the bandwidth
and at most comparable to kB T. For early considerations on
a QP description of transport beyond the FL regime in the
context of electron-phonon interactions, see Ref. [26].
The strong electron-hole asymmetry has also other interesting consequences. Because in the RQP regime the
! < 0 states are strongly damped, the Fermi surface as
determined by the maximum intensity of Ak ð! ¼ 0Þ
inflates to a larger volume than the T ¼ 0 Luttinger volume
(see the Supplemental Material [23]). From Fig. 3(c), it is
also seen that the deviation from linearity of Re [ 0 þ
!ð1  1=ZÞ at low !] defines two distinct energy scales,
! for holelike and !þ for electronlike excitations,
leading to kinks in QP dispersions, as documented by
previous studies [27,28]. We note that the smallest kink
energy !þ  ! sets the scale for deviations from FL
behavior (!þ ’ TFL ). Using quite different theoretical
methods, previous studies [29,30] have also emphasized
the importance of particle-hole asymmetry in hole-doped
Mott insulators.
A sensitive probe of the particle-hole asymmetry is the
Seebeck coefficient (thermopower) QðTÞ shown on Fig. 4.
Strikingly, the subleading particle-hole asymmetric terms
in the low-frequency expansion of Im modify the slope of
QðTÞ at low-T by a factor of about 2, as compared to a
naive FL theory estimate (thick dashed line) that would
only retain terms !2 þ ðTÞ2 . This effect was anticipated in Ref. [31] and is shown here to be quantitatively
important. The near saturation of the scattering rate of the
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FIG. 4 (color online). Entropy (in units of kB ), Tloc (B ¼ 1),
and Seebeck coefficient (in units of kB =jej) for  ¼ 20%.
Horizontal dashed lines indicate the atomic (Heikes) limit for
the entropy and thermopower. Vertical dashed lines denote TFL
and TMIR . The thermopower at low-T is compared to the FL
estimate (thick dashed) in which the particle-hole asymmetry of
Im is neglected. Kinetic energy in units of D (right scale). Inset:
Entropy and kinetic energy versus temperature on a log scale.

RQPs, discussed above, is also responsible for QðTÞ still
increasing in an electronlike manner up to T ’ T . At a
higher temperature within the RQP regime, QðTÞ changes
sign and, when entering the bad-metal regime, approaches
the simple Heikes estimate for D & T  U (Fig. 4). The
atomic Kelvin formula [23,32] successfully describes the
thermopower there, which can, thus, be taken as another
fingerprint of a bad metal. The accuracy of approximate
formulas for thermopower has been tested also in other
studies [33,34].
It is interesting to observe how the different transport
regimes relate to thermodynamic observables. On Fig. 4,
we display the entropy SðTÞ, the kinetic energy KðTÞ, and
the Curie constant Tloc associated with the local
(q-integrated) magnetic susceptibility. The entropy as
well as the Curie constant reach remarkably high values
already below TMIR . In the RQP regime, the system, thus,
has to be thought of in terms of two fluids: a mixture of
local moments and of the resilient QP states. Above TMIR ,
the entropic contribution to the free energy overcomes the
kinetic energy gain. The system is fully incoherent, its
entropy approaches the atomic limit, and the Curie constant saturates.
Optical spectroscopy (Fig. 5) can be used to detect the
two crossovers, between the FL and the RQP regime and
from the latter into the bad metal. For T < TFL , ð!Þ
displays a narrow low-frequency peak which decays as
1=!2 . This Drude peak corresponds to optical transitions
involving only QP states and has a spectral weight proportional to doping level . In the FL regime, the Drude peak
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FIG. 5 (color online). Optical conductivity for  ¼ 20%. Inset:
optical spectral weight integrated up to , normalized to the
kinetic energy.

is well separated from a higher frequency hump (at !=D 
0:5 in Fig. 5) which corresponds to transitions between the
LHB and QP states [17]. The distance of the LHB to the
Fermi level, of order  (a fraction of the bandwidth) sets
the energy scale for these transitions. This typically corresponds to the midinfrared range in narrow band correlated
materials. The crossover out of the FL regime into the
resilient metal regime leads to a broader low-frequency
peak whose frequency dependence is no longer 1=!2 . For
T=D ¼ 0:02, ð!Þ can be fit to 1=! with   1:2 for
frequencies 0:02 & !=D & 0:2. The low-T data display an
interesting non-Drude foot with a weak frequency dependence of ð!Þ between the Drude and the midinfrared
peaks. Above T , the Drude and midinfrared features
merge.
For a rather extended temperature range into the RQP
regime, the spectral weight redistribution upon increasing
T takes place essentially entirely between the low-energy
QP states and the midinfrared feature, see inset of Fig. 5.
For T * T (warmer part of the intermediate regime),
some spectral weight transfer to higher frequencies starts
taking place as well.
The beginning of the crossover into the bad-metal
regime is signaled by two changes in ð!Þ happening at
the same temperature of order D [it is shown as the onset
of shading in Fig. 1(c), which allows us to have a clear
view of the region where well-defined quasiparticles
exist]. First, the isosbestic crossing point (at !=D ’ 0:5)
is lost and the low-frequency non-Drude peak is replaced
by a very broad peak, which corresponds to transitions
involving only the LHB. Second, spectral weight is now
redistributed over a considerable energy range, extending
all the way to the UHB (inset). In the bad metal, the
kinetic energy [to which ð!Þ integrates] is strongly dependent on temperature (Fig. 4) and the broad peak
has, correspondingly, a height which continues diminishing with T, which implies that the resistivity does not
saturate [2].
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In summary, our study reveals that resilient QP excitations persist well above TFL . They control transport properties until they disappear at a temperature roughly of order
TMIR . The coexistence of QP states with localized magnetic
moments which carry large entropy is intriguing and
demands closer theoretical investigation including antiferromagnetic correlations beyond DMFT. For hole-doped
Mott insulators, a pronounced particle-hole asymmetry is
found. This calls for new momentum-resolved spectroscopic probes which would be able to access the dark
side of the Fermi surface and for closer investigations of
the electron-doped materials where the signatures of this
regime could be seen using conventional angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy.
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